Quarter Hand Pallet Truck
Painted quarter pallet truck.
This little quarter pallet truck is mainly made for warehouses, were
It can be used for display pallet´s.
It´s drives perfect between the racks in the warehouse, without
taking space, and not bothering the customers.

The truck is made in painted steel, it is good and stabile to
drive with, and it won’t take much space. It is easy to
maneuver with and is very silent.

Specifications

Type OA-300

The Quarter Hand Pallet Truck is made of steel in high quality, and
as well the axle, screws, nuts and split pins are as well made in high
quality steel.
The Quarter Hand Pallet Truck, has a closed hydraulic system, there
are safe and secure. The polished pistons and cylinders secure a
long lifetime. The release handle are placed in the handle, there at
the same time is used for pumping up the forks, with a
single/simple grip on the release handle you can lover the load
slowly or fast, depending on how much you push the release
handle.
The pump cylinder contains permanent quick lift which in first
pumpstroke can lift the pallet from the ground.

Specifications:
Capacity
Fork width outside
Fork length
Lowest height
Lifted height unloaded
Steering angle 360°.
Steering wheel
Load wheels
Weight of the truck

300 kg.
200 mm
605 mm
85 mm.
305 mm.
Ø100 mm.
Ø80 mm.
49 kg.

Wheel
On the OA-300 the steering wheel can turn 360°
The Steering wheel are in soft rubber and as well the load roller are
in roller in the front won´t make any noise.
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